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INTRODUCTION 

When we want to extend the life of an actual infrastructure and improve its 
serviceability adjusting the change of environmental situation, we need to evaluate its 
structural integrity quantitatively by using an appropriate inspection procedure on it. It 
is, therefore, important for a civil engineer to set up an effective inspection procedure to 
get the quantitative integrity evaluation of an infrastructure. The procedure of inspection 
for an infrastructure in Japan is divided into two types, that is, a periodical inspection 
and occasional (eventwise) inspection just after an earthquake. Inspector is chosen to 
have his experience career as a civil engineer more than 5 years and inspects infrastruc
tures to classify the integrity level by five ranks on the each part of the structure by 
using the visual inspection according to the inspection manual tentatively provided by 
the Public Works Research Institute, Ministry of Construction. In the case if an 
inspector found any important damage or defect by the visual inspection, the precise 
inspection will be done by using a nondestructive testing to evaluate the size, shape and 
location of the damage or defect on the infrastructure. And if we could identify the 
damage or defect with an accurate information, we can evaluate its remaining life time 
by means of fracture mechanics and fatigue analysis and decide whether the damage or 
defect will propagate further or not. Thus we can, eventually, evaluate the structural 
integrity of the infrastructure by using the analysis of quantification theory [3] to classify 
the structures into four groups of integrity as A (Keep Watching), B (Need Small 
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Repair), C (Need Large Repair) and D (Need Replace or Reconstruction). 

In this paper we discuss two subjects. One is on the 3D display of small defect in 
a fillet joint of welded steel structure and precise waveform analysis of the reflection 
wave of ultrasonic inspection. The another is on the analysis of material damping of 
concrete materials to improve the accuracy of internal information about the shape, type 
and length of cracks in the ultrasonic inspection of concrete. 

3D DISPLAY OF SMALL DEFECT IN FILLET JOINT OF STEEL WELDING 

Measurement System and Specimen 

The measurement system employed in this paper is shown in Fig.l. The 
immersion type ultrasonic testing system is divided into two parts of subsystem and they 
are; 

I) Image display system 
2) Ultrasonic wave recorder system (Digital storage oscilloscope) 

a) sampling speed up to 500 Mega samples per second 
b) resolution of amplitude 10 bit 
c) frequency range up to 300MHz 

The sampling gate of the time axis is set corresponding to the thickness of 
specimen to receive first boundary echo from a defect and bottom echo. Ultrasonic 
wave recorder system can obtain the whole reflection waves that passed above men
tioned time gate as 4096 data of digital values for every wave and display the spectrum 
of the detected waves by FFT. 

In the steel plate specimen with 11.2mm thick fifteen artificial defects of different 
types are made by drilled holes as shown in Fig.2. Among them there are three types of 
diameter of drilled hole q, as 4.0mm, 2.3mm, 1.6mm in fillet and butt joints. 

Fig.l. Measurement system. Fig.2. Specimens. 
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(a) Amplitude data (b) Time of flight data 

Fig.3.C-scan images. 

Fig.4. 3D image of defect AS. 

Detected Image of Defect Shape 

By using on image display system we can obtain the maximum amplitude data 
which represent the distribution of maximum amplitude of echo reflected from the 
bottom surface of the welding or the boundary of a defect and the time of flight data 
which represent from where the incident wave returned back. And with these data we 
can get the C-scan images of maximum amplitude and time of flight with 256 grades of 
color display on 2D rectangular coordinate. One example of this C-scan image is shown 
in Fig.3 . in the case of defect type AS in Fig.2. 

3D Display of Defect Shape 

3D representation of maximum amplitude and time of flight data by using a 
computer graphics (CG) software on a workstation (WS) is shown here. The values of 
256 color grades which correspond to the amplitude of echo and are on the 2D plane of 
scanning range, are taken in the vertical coordinate perpendicular to the above 2D plane. 
And the time of flight data are used like filtering of the boundary echo by which we can 
eliminate the scattering effect around a defect. By this filtering technique we can get 
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Fig.5. Measured waveforms of defect AI. 
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Fig.6. Results of (Bo/BaO), (BalBaO) and (Bs/BaO) for defect AI. 

the clearer 3D images of maximum amplitude data with clear boundary of small defect. 
In Fig.4 3D image of defect AS (Fig.2) is shown. As shown in Fig.4 the defect AS is 
embedded in a fillet joint and the diameter of the drilled hole is 2.3mm. By using A VS 
(Application Visualization System) of CG software we can rotate on the display to see 
the whole shape of defect in fillet joint. We call this type of display as "D-scope". 

Precise Analysis of Boundary Echo By Waveform Analysis 

It is, sometimes, difficult to get a good defect image because of wave scattering at 
the boundary of the defect. The scattering wave may be due to the variation of wave 
length and size and shape of defect. The focus of the IOMHz resonance frequency 
transducer adjusted on the center of the drilled hole then scans over the area of IOmm X 
5mm at defect Al (Fig.2). The reflection waves are obtained by line scanning with 
100 J1 m pitch along with the center line to across the defect AI. The original waves 
received are shown in Fig.5, where the transition of received waves from the bottom 
echo to the boundary echo is found. Waves CD and ®, ®l are reflected from the bottom 
surface outside of the welded area, waves ®, ®, (J), @ reflected from the welded area 
and waves @, ®, @ reflected from the defect (drilled hole) area of the specimen. As 
the reflection wave has both the boundary echo and bottom echo, it is observed that 
when the transducer comes close to the defect tip the amplitude of boundary echo 
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becomes greater than bottom echo. Thus we can understand there is a boundary of the 
defect somewhere in the transition range. 

The number shown in Fig.5 as CD, ® etc. indicates the location of transducer 
from where the reflection waves are taken and they also correspond to the location 
shown in Fig.6. Here we obtained maximum amplitude of boundary echo (Bo), bottom 
echo (Ba) and the normal maximum amplitude of bottom echo (BaO) is far from the 
defect boundary. We can observe from the ratio of BalBaO the undulations of the 
defect tips because they correspond to the distribution of the maximum amplitude of the 
boundary echo. The ratio of BoIBaO is large around the defect tip where the ratio of 
BalBaO becomes small corresponding to the size of the real defect. We also observed 
that when the depth of defect is deep the BoIBaO ratio becomes small at the boundary 
of the defect. 

MATERIAL DAMPING OF CONCRETE 

By the recent demand for more reliable inspection and monitoring on concrete 
structures the Fiber-Optic Sensors for concrete is developed to embed longtime in the 
structures. [7,8] On the other hand impact-echo method is also well used to get internal 
information on concrete structures by analyzing precisely the received waves. [4,5,6] We 
need to get more accurate information on the size of crack, delamination of rebar, 
degradation of elastic property and strength. and so on. And after any strong earthquake 
we have to estimate the size of damages and to design the appropriate repair on it. In 
NDC and NDE on concrete structures the pulse-echo method is well used and the 
received waves are precisely analyzed to identify the internal condition as an inverse 
problem. It is, in this case, important to know the effect of material damping character
istics of concrete on the ultrasonic wave propagation. So that the experimental results 
on the material damping of concrete are investigated in some cases of different volume 
faction of each element of concrete. 

Measurement System and Specimen 

The measurement system used in this experiment is shown in Fig.7. The peak 
frequency of transmitter (incident wave) is 50kHz and the surface wave and shear wave 
propagate along the specimen. The two types of receiving sensors are used and sensor 
V is longitudinal type and sensor H is shear type, respectively. The waves are received 
at two different location 1 and 2 as shown in Fig.7. The received waves are saved to 
wave memory with 25ns sampling pitch and 8kwords or 16kwords of 10bits depending 
upon the length of waves. The seven specimens of size 30mm X 30mm X 400mm are shown 
in Fig.8. Specimen PA is made with only cement paste. PB, PC, PD, and PE are made 
of gravel and cement paste. The average diameters of gravel are 10mm for PB and PC 
and 20mm for PD and PE, respectively, and the volume fractions of gravel are 10% for 
PB and PD and 30% for PC and PE, respectively. Specimens PF and PG are made of 
sand and cement paste and the volume fractions of sand are 30% and 50% for PF and 
PG, respectively. Water cement ratio is 50% in all cases. 
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Fig.7 Measurement system. 
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Results 
The effect of average gravel diameter damping on coefficient is shown in Fig.9 

with two sensors V and H. In the case of sensor V which receives perpendicular 
displacement of wave to the surface of specimen, damping coefficient takes maximum 
value somewhere between 10mm and 20mm as diameter of gravel goes up. On the 
other hand in the case of sensor H which receives parallel displacement to the surface of 
specimen, damping coefficient takes minimum value as diameter is around 10mm. This 
data shown in Fig.9 is taken in the case of sensor location at I and the volume fraction 
of gravel as 30%. 

The effect of volume fraction of gravel in cement paste on damping coefficient is 
shown in Fig.IO. In the case of sensor V the damping coefficients increase as the 
volume ratios of gravel increase. And in the case of sensor H the damping coefficients 
decrease as the volume ratios increase and they intersect around at 20% of volume ratio. 

The effect of volume fraction of sand on material damping is shown in Fig.ll. 
The circular marks are obtained in the cases of sensor V and square marks are in the 
cases of sensor H at sensor location I and 2, respectively. In both cases the damping 
coefficients increase as the volume ratios of sand increase and in the cases of sensor H 
(shear type) the coefficients are larger than that of sensor H (longitudinal type). 

REMARKS 

Summarizing the above results we have come to the concluding remarks as 
follows; 

To improve the accuracy of inspection on infrastructures two different results of 
experiment are shown. One result concerns 3D display of small defect in fillet joint of 
steel welding. By using A VS of computer graphics we can rotate the 3D display on the 
monitor of workstation to see the whole shape of defect. The combined system with 
ultrasonic testing and CG software gives us more useful information on a welding part 
of infrastructure. 

And another result is about the material damping of concrete. The effect of 
average size and volume fraction of gravel and volume fraction of sand of cement paste 
on damping coefficient of concrete are analyzed in experimental research. The different 
characteristics of damping are obtained in the cases of longitudinal and shear type 
sensors with different wave modes. 
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